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Wall Mounted Storage System

Description

Applications

• Closet, Walk-In, Laundry room,

Entry Hall, Pantry…

www.richelieu.com

Versatile wall mounted storage system

Create your own storage space with this wall mounted system. Fixed to the wall with solid uprights, all 

accessories to design and configure your storage space can be ordered directly from Richelieu. Only part 

you would have to produce are the wood shelves for valet rod and pull out basket applications.

Shoes, boots, clothes, all type of goods will be at the right place, easy to view and with the easiest access. 

You can use our preset configuration but a real custom size system can be designed by doing your own 

wood shelves.

One of the longest product lifetime in the market

thanks to the used materials (aluminum, ABS 

shelves).
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How does it work? 

Top rails must be securely connected to the wall into a wall stud.  

The customer may drill additional holes into the top rail to 

ensure they are screwing this component into a stud.  Uprights

should ideally be connected into a stud, but may be connected

to the wall using an appropriate anchor. Customer has to ensure

using the right screws and anchors depending on the type of 

walls (see instructions).

Accessories like the shelves are then simply clipped to the 

brackets
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Components to use:

- Upper horizontal aluminum rail L:1800mm (70.86’’) – Alu color - Ordering qty 1 : # 17518010

- Vertical uprights H: 1850mm (72.83’’)– Alu color – Can be ordered in sets of 2 and 3.

# 17520010: set of 2 uprights Cover caps included

# 17530010: set of 3 uprights Fixing holes only visible on the sides

- ABS gray shelves with grooved surface allowing items to be placed stably, W: 726mm (28.58’’).

Shelves can be adjusted in height. Order according number of brackets (pair) for installation.

Pair of black shelf supports (clip on)

# 175726910: 1 ABS shelf # 17558190: 1 pair of brackets

# 175729910: Set of 9 ABS shelves # 17558390: set of 3 pairs of brackets

* when accessories installed, use 

specific bracket (see next page)

Approx. 3 

pairs of shoes

per shelf
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To install below listed accessories, customer has to produce his own wood shelf and then screw on 

the accessories underneath the shelf. 

To install these wood shelves, use specific black brackets : #17533190

Shelf dimensions: thickness 16 or 19mm (5/8’’ or ¾’’)

W = 726mm (25.4’’) – Depht = 280mm (11")

See specific drilling locations in the mounting instructions.

- Steel Valet rod (chrome and black) that can be pulled toward users, providing higher usability.

Allows easy access to clothes hung in back.  

# 175330140: Valet rod 300mm (11 13/16’’)

- Gray wire pull out basket to store smaller items

# 175580910: Wire pull out basket

W = 580mm (22.83’’)

D = 285mm (11.22’’)

H = 85mm  (3.34’’)


